This Month in the News

The Suez Canal made headlines this month when the shipping vessel *Ever Given* got stuck for six days, blocking the canal entirely. East View Geospatial carries authoritative, difficult-to-source nautical charts of many global locations, including the Suez Canal.

**Egypt Nautical Charts**

21-03-001 | $49.00 PER SHEET | [PURCHASE](#)

*Suez Canal Hydrographic Chart Set.*

Egyptian Navy Hydrographic Department (Egypt). Published 2018. Scales 1:12,500-1:40,000. In English. 2 sheets. Suez Canal hydrographic chart set. A 2-chart set published by Egypt’s hydrographic agency, the foremost authority on the navigation of the Suez Canal. This chart set is the most recent printed chart available for the entirety of the Suez Canal. Extreme detail with minimum scale of 1:40,000 for the entire length of the canal. The northern section of the canal is covered by Chart SC01, and contains four inset charts; the southern section is covered by Chart SC02 and contains three inset charts. Each chart contains numerous tables and supplementary navigation and related information. Charts are entirely in English.

Note: NOT FOR NAVIGATION PURPOSES. See sample below

Topographic and Geological Map Series

**NOTE:** For all products listed in this section, please inquire at geospatial@eastview.com for current pricing, format and delivery options. Please reference the product title or product number (e.g., 21-03-001) in your message.

**Angola Geological Maps**

21-03-002 | $129.00 PER SHEET | [PURCHASE](#)

*Geological Map of Angola.*


21-03-003 | $129.00 PER SHEET | [PURCHASE](#)

*Metallogenic Zoning Map of the People's Republic of Angola / Карта Прогнозно-Металлогенического Районирования Народной Республики Ангола.*

Вниизарубежгеология (Russia). Published 2004. Scale 1:2,000,000. In English. Shows ore deposits, location of useful fossils, and borders of metallogenic zones on a base of geological formations. Full country coverage, 2 sheets.

21-03-004 | $129.00 PER SHEET | [PURCHASE](#)

*Carta Geologica de Angola escala 1:250.000.*


**Kazakhstan Geological Maps**

21-03-005 | $129.00 | [PURCHASE](#)

*Геоморфологическая карта Северного Казахстана [Geomorphological Map of Northern Kazakhstan].*

Scientific and Specialty Atlases and Books

Zhongguo cheng shi qun di tu ji

21-03-006 | $317.00 | PURCHASE
Zhongguo cheng shi qun di tu ji
Ke xue chu ban she, China. Hardcover. 295 pages.

This atlas concerns "castle cities" - a closely and highly integrated core city with three or more metropolitan areas (wards)- and shows maps concerning natural conditions and strategic status, population density, economic and social development, ecological construction and environmental protection, etc.

Other Atlases

21-03-007 | $171.00 | PURCHASE
Trap Danmark : topografisk atlas : 1:75.000
Trap Danmark, Denmark. Hardcover. 305 pages.

Trap Denmark Topographic Atlas is the first atlas of Denmark printed with three-dimensional (3D) effect. Using shadow effects, the map gives you an intuitive 3D impression of the shapes of the landscape. See, for example, how the flat, dammed and dried-up Lammefjord is surrounded by a hilly ice age landscape. See how the river Gudenåen meanders through the landscape after the terrain. And see how the forests, roads and cities of your home area are largely aligned with the terrain.

21-03-008 | $150.00 | PURCHASE
Khara’it al-Qahirah : Shahid ‘ala al-‘umran
Markaz Tariq Wali al-Imarah wa-al-Turath, Egypt. Hardcover.
In Arabic. 2020.

21-03-009 | $52.00 | PURCHASE
La France : atlas geographique et geopolitique +
de 150 cartes : cartes de synthese des 18 regions
Autrement, France. Softcover. 191 pages.

This atlas, rich in more than 150 maps and documents, provides a portrait of the metropolitan and overseas territories at all scales and in all its dimensions. More than 150 summary maps of the 18 regions.

21-03-010 | $78.00 | PURCHASE
Auf einem Blatt die ganze Welt : die Geschichte der
Landkarten, Globen und ihrer Erfinder
In German. 2020.

Thomas Reinertsen Berg tells the story of each of the 49 fascinating maps in this spectacular book. He unfolds the panorama of their time and takes us on a journey through millennia.

21-03-011 | $74.00 | PURCHASE
Globalografie : 50 Karten erklaren die Welt von heute
DuMont, Germany. Hardcover. 223 pages.

Our modern age is finding its way into the cartographic representation and the geographer Chris Fitch allows us to rediscover our world. The fifty included maps make the invisible connections of our global coexistence visible in different ways and at the same time show us surprising peculiarities of our home countries. Which country has the most Netflix content available? In which cities are the most overnight stays booked through Airbnb? And which nation actually wears sneakers most often? Fifty exciting questions that you may have always been thinking about or that you didn’t even know you had, making the invisible connections of globalization visible.

21-03-012 | $48.00 | PURCHASE
Mapping Laois from the 16th to the 21st century

In ’Mapping Laois from the 16th to the 21st century’, Arnold Horner reviews and seeks to provide context for the extraordinarily rich diversity of manuscript and printed maps that record the changing political, economic and social circumstances of an Irish county over nearly five centuries. The flavour of these varied, informative and often colourful maps is captured in over 400 illustrations, among which are reproductions of six early county maps and a unique assemblage of images.
Atlas historyczny Pomorza Nadwislanskiego 1914–2020
Zrzeszenie Kaszubsko-Pomorskie, Poland. 40 pages.

The individual maps and charts present information largely resulting from the first such collection in Pomeranian historiography, which makes the atlas a valuable tool for a professional historian. The publication is divided into three parts: the history of the administrative divisions of Pomerania over the 20th century, the history of similar divisions in the context of the most important religions present in this area, and the most extensive, chronologically arranged collection of almost twenty topics, presenting the most important events from 1914-2020.

Atlas istoric geografic al neamului Romanesc : 26 de harti din anul 1920
Old Romania, Romania. Softcover. 29 pages.

The atlas is an integral reproduction of the work with the same title, made in 1920, in Bucharest. The Historical Geographical Atlas of the Romanian People is superbly illustrated and includes 26 maps, eight of which show the stages of the Great Union and Greater Romania.

Marele atlas ilustrat al lumii : un portret cuprinzator al Pământului
Editura Litera, Romania. Hardcover. 304 pages.

The atlas was developed under the careful guidance of an international team of cartographic specialists and numerous consultants. With over 330 maps, easy to read and extremely suggestive, interesting and comprehensive texts, particularly beautiful illustrations and attractive photographs, this atlas is a reference work that we must not miss from the library.

Dong xi hu qu biao zhen di ming tu ji

This atlas is a comprehensive, intuitive and vivid reflection of Tongxiang's natural resources, regional geography, human history, and social and economic development. The atlas mainly consists of Tongxiang overview, historical imprints, cultural cities, industrial cities, urban images, charming streets and towns, etc.

Trade, Popular and Reference Maps and Atlases

Featured Publisher: Fishing Hot Spots

Fishing Hot Spots started in 1975 when they created their first book of lake maps. To give anglers the best advantage possible, the maps featured helpful advice on how and where to fish on each lake. Before long, they transitioned to the rugged, water-proof maps that they are known for today. Larger and more detailed, these maps featured more and better information. Over time, the maps evolved, first, gaining precision through state-of-the-art, digital cartography. Their current collection of where-to-fish information includes more than 600 print-edition maps spanning 41 states and digital products featuring over 150,000 points of interest. For more Fishing Hot Spots titles, please visit www.longitudemaps.com.

Mille Lacs Lake

Mille Lacs is Minnesota's walleye factory and second largest inland lake. It is also a trophy muskie and smallmouth bass fishery. In winter the frozen water resembles a small town, complete with a road system.

Lake Fork Reservoir

Lake Fork Reservoir is regarded as the best bass lake in Texas, and one of the top in the U.S. The six heaviest largemouth bass on record, and 36 of the 50 largest bass in Texas, came from Fork. Considering this impoundment is relatively new, it has rapidly gained legendary status and should continue producing huge bass in prolific numbers.
Lake Harris Chain of Lakes

There are 8 principal, interconnected lakes in the often-called "Oklawaha Chain," plus Lake Yale which flows into the chain but is not accessible by boats. Navigation, however, is possible between the other lakes which include Harris, Little Harris, Griffin, Eustis, Dora, Beauclair, Carlton and Apopka. These lakes attract devoted bass anglers, and each year several major bass tournaments are held on the chain.

Lake Erie- Central Basin West

Lake Erie is the 4th largest out of the 5 Great Lakes. Just like the other sister lakes, Lake Erie was carved out by the glaciers. It is also the 13th largest freshwater lake in the world. Compared to the other Great Lakes, it is the shallowest and the most southern Great Lake. Lake Erie has many busy ports and provides drinking water to many people in 3 states. Lake Erie is one of the busiest fishing lakes in the Great Lake System. Lake Erie is considered to be one of the best walleye fisheries in the northern part of the country.

Lake of the Ozarks

Lake of the Ozarks is one of the Midwest's most productive fisheries. National, regional, and local bass tournaments have added to the reputation. It is recognized as the nation's most developed lake.